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For log y/log log I + ‘IT, as z + z, ‘P( C-Y\-, J) z CY(.x. J) uniformly for C m com- 
pact subsets of (0, 11. The condition log ),/log log .Y -t #cc is necessary. For fixed suf- 
ficiently large K. s + J. and y = exp(K log log .Y). we have for f < C < I that 
Yy( cx. J ) = C’ ’ h Y( .x, x 1. 
1’ 1986 Academx Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As usual, Y(.u, J)) denotes the number of positive integers n 6 s such that 
no prime greater than J divides n. To avoid trivial cases we assume 
x31’> 1. 
The function p(u) determined by the initial conditions p(u) = I, 
0 < u < 1, and by the delay differential equation up’(u) = -p(u - 1) is the 
familiar p(u) of de Bruijn. When context permits, we write u for log x/log J. 
From [Z], 
Y(.K, y)~.Kp(u) (1.1) 
uniformly in log .r 3 (log .u )‘s 3 as s -+ x. Recently Maier has given an 
extension of this to logy > (log x)“, and Hildebrand to logy b 
(log log X)5’3 + c. 
In whatever range ( 1.1) holds, one has 
Y( cx, j’) z CY(x, y ) (1.2) 
uniformly for C in compact intervals of (0, I]. This is not trivial but is 
easy; we supply details shortly for logy 3 log213 s. 
Here our interest is in the possibility that (1.2) holds even though (1.1) 
fails. The distribution of primes is somewhat irregular. If y, and y2 are the 
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endpoints of a large gap in the sequence of primes, then u/(x, y,) = Y(x, y2) 
but p(log x/log y,) # p(log x/logy,). As x grows, the discrepancy grows. At 
some point, (1.1) must fail. 
But in (1.2), y is the same on both sides. Thus (1.2) could well hold 
despite the irregularity in the density of primes. The underlying idea of our 
proof is simple. We work on the “conditional probability” that a number n 
composed of primes by is 6 Cx given that it is 6x. 
For ulogu<~loglogy, and for O<T<l, CE [T, 11, let 
6= -logC/logy. Since p(u)< I and up’(u)= -p(u- l), lp’(u)l < 1. 
Since p(u)>exp(-ulogu-2uloglogu-0(l)), l<p(u-6)/p(u)bl- 
log C/logy. O(exp(u log u + 224 log log u)), and under our assumption, this 
says p(u-6)z:p(u). Thus ~(C~u,~v)~Ccxp(u-6)~C.~p(u)~CY(.u,y). 
For +loglogy<ulogu but u<log”‘y, as y+ccl, U+CCI but 
log y > log2’3 x so ( 1.1) holds. From Alladi [ 11, Lemma 31 we have 
p(u - 6) = p(u)(ul,)“( 1 + C(u, 6) + O(S/&,)), where 5, is the unique 
positive solution of e5 - 1 = ~4, and where C( U, 6) = O(u ‘) uniformly in 
0<6<1. 
We take 6 = -log C/logy and conclude p(u - 6) = p(u)( 1 + U( l/u)) so 
as before uI(Cx,.y)zC!P(x,y), uniformly for T,<C<l,v+cz, u<log”‘~ 
(u < log”2 yo log y > log2’3 x). 
From now on we can thus restrict ourselves to the case x -+ co, 
K log log x 6 logy 6 log x. In the next two sections we show how counting 
S(x,y)= {n: 1 dn~xandp~nforp>yprime). 
is related to a question of probability, and we give the main results with 
explicit error terms. 
3. REFORMULATION 
In view of (1.2) we now consider the case x + cc, y + cc subject to 
K log log x 6 log y 6 log3’4 x. (3.0) 
Here K is a large, as yet unspecified, absolute constant. Normally p and q 
will denote primes. 
Let S(x,y,z)= (n: 16ndx and z<p<y for p (~21. Let !P(x,y,z)= 
#S(x,y,z).LetD(z)=(d:d~l andp<zforpId).Thenfor l<z<y, 
w, Y) = c W/d Y, z 1. (3.1) 
de DC;’ 
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Let MI(~) = npolln l/u! and let Y’(s. y, 2) = C,,tS,.Y.r,z, W(H). Clearly 
Y(x, I’, 2) 6 Y(x, Y, z). 
Remark. The point of excluding small primes is that these are the ones 
that most often occur as multiple divisors and thus cause M’(H) to be less 
than 1. The larger z is, the closer the fit between Y’ and Y(x, y, z). 
Now let N(z) = (d: d3 1 and p> 2 if p 1 d), and NN(z) = (d: don 
and p2 1 d if p 1 d}. (Note 1 ENN(,-).) 
Every n E S(x, y, z) can be written uniquely as n = lid, dE NV(z), 
(k, d) = 1, and k square free. Every ds NN(z) can be written as d= a’b3, 
Ann, bun, b square free. Thus for t3 1 and y>z> 1, 
Y(t, y, z) d c 1 Y”(t/a2b3, y, 2). 
utN(:) hcN(z) 
(3.2 
Under appropriate hypotheses, we shall see that with z = y’14, 
Y( t, y, z) z a( t, y, z). 
The key step, and chief difficulty, lies in the proof that 
Y(Ct, y, z) z CY( t, y, z), 
in a certain range of y and t. Granted this, the plan is (minus details) 
‘f’(Cx, Y) = 1 WC44 y, z) 
dE DIZ) 
= dE;,-l ‘v(Cx/d, Y, z) + Junk 
dC r/if 
z 1 Y’(Cx/d,y,z) 
dE D(Z) 
d< XIM 
zC’ c Y(x/d,y, z)zCY(x, y). 
Our main theorem is that there exists K> 1 such that for x sufficiently 
large, 4 < C < 1 and K log log x < log y < log3’4 X, and with E = u- */’ + 
log log dh3 Y, 
Y(Cx, y) = C( 1 + O(E)) Y(X, ,I). 
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The implicit constant in O(E) is absolute. The extension to C< 4 is 
achieved by iteration, e.g., 
Wx/4, Y) = 4(1 + W,)) Vx/2, Y) 
where in E,, x has been replaced by x/2. 
4. JUNK TERMS 
In dismissing the terms ul(x/d, y, z) for d3 x/M as junk, we quote as 
Lemma 4.1 an upper bound for !P(c, y) due to de Bruijn [3] as formulated 
in [4] and here slightly simplified. 
LEMMA 4.1. For K > 2, log y > K log log t, t > e’, and u = log t/log y, 
Y(t, y)@t exp(-u(log u+log log u-2)} 
as t -b 00, uniformly in y, 
From this we prove 
LEMMA 4.2, Let M < x . “’ For x + 03 and log y > 2 log log x, 
c Y(x/d, y, z) = O(ep”‘0gU/3) Y(x, y). 
d > x/M 
dG D(z) 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. From [4, Theorem 3.11 we have 
Y(x, y) $ x exp( - u(log u + log log u)). 
On the other hand 
d,;,M ‘W/d, Y, z) = c Wxld, y, z,{ YY(d, z) - Q”‘(d- l,z)) 
d;D(z) 
d 3 x/M 
= 1 ‘Ivd z)(W& Y, z)- Wl(d+ I), Y,  2)) 
.rbd>x/M 
- Y(x/M, y, z) Y(M - 1, z). 
The last term is negative. For the terms in the summation, we have 
Y’(d, z)(Y(x/d, y, z) - Y(x/(d+ I), Y, z)) 
< xd-‘Y(d, z) < xd-‘exp( - w(log w  + log log w  - 2)) 
where w  = log d/log y = w(d). 
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From log .V b 2 log log x we have 
c xd ’ exp( - ti( log w  + log log w  - 2 ) ) 
Y2d2 YJM 
= u(x log ~ J: bs r:b! b 
exp(-slogs-sloglogsf2s)dJ 
2(log + log M) log, 
=O(xlogyexp(-~u(logu+loglogu-log2))), 
since Md x’j5. But Y(x, 4’)ti-x exp( --u log u - u log log u), so 
c W/d, Y, = ) 
d>xfM 
de D(z) 
=O(logyexp(-tulogu-tuloglogu+($log2)u)) V(x, ~1) 
= U(exp( -i u log 24) Y(x, J,)). 
5. !F AND PROBABILITY 
As in [7] we write 
where this time 
-XL 
Y”(t, v, z)= 1 + 1 H,(t, y), 
n=l 
H,(t, J-)= c w(k). 
ksS(/.y.z) 
Q(kl=n 
(5.1) 
Let Y,, Y,,..., be independent, identically distributed random variables 
with mass l/(x(y) - rc(z)) on each of the n(v) - n(z) numbers of the form 
log p, z < p d y, p prime. Then as in [7], 
H,(t, *v)=-$ (n(-v)-n(z))” Prob i Y-<log1 (, I\ ). (5.2) 
In (5.1) the terms with n > log r/(4 log y) are of course zero, while for 
n d log t/log y the probability in (5.2) is 1. 
Just as u denotes log x/log J’, let u = log r/log y. A relatively few values 
among the n, 1 d n d 40 make a significant contribution to (5.1), as it hap- 
pens. For these values of n (all slightly more than u) our aim is to show 
that in some range of t and y, H,(Ct, v)z CH,(t, y), i.e., 
Prob i Yidlog t+log C 2 Yidlog t 
(, 
r.% c. (5.3) 
I 
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This is the actual conditional probality we work with, and we get it 
without having to know Prob(C; Yj 6 log t) very accurately. (In all 
likelihood no such estimate is to be had, in view of the irregular dis- 
tribution of the primes. If something like the Riemann hypothesis is given, 
however, much more accurate estimates can be made.) 
The distribution of the primes is to some extent smooth. Prachar [8] 
gives the theorem: 
There exist constants b > 0, 0 < a < 1 such that for u + co, z/’ < u 6 U, 
7((u+u)--(u)=li(u+u)--j(u) 
+o ( 
.-AL exp( - logb U) 
log u > 
Without loss of generality we assume b < 1, 1 -a < ah, and a > f. (In this 
context u and v have nothing to do with log .y/log ~1, log t/log v.) Let 
&=&(y)=J~(--)~4. (5.5) 
From (3.0) E = o( l/u). 
Let W,, W,,..., be further random variables, independent of each other 
and of the Y,‘s, and each with density e ’ on [ -is, $1, and 0 elsewhere. 
Let Zj= W,+ Y,. Let 
P,C@, PI = Prob i Y,E [a, fl] , 
I > 
Qn[~, PI= Prob (i ZiE [cc, PI). 
1 
(5.6) 
Then for arbitrary L, R, and S > 0, 
f’,CO, L - Rl/P,CO, L + W 
6 QJO, L-R + $zns]/Q,JO, L + S- $ZE] (5.7) 
and 
2 Q,[O, L- R-+zs]/Q,[O, L + S+ +ne]. 
Remark. With (5.7) we can relate conditional probabilities for the Y’s 
to those for the Z’s, in which the random W, smooth over the “high fre- 
quency noise” in the density of Yi. With our choice of E, the common 
probability density function of the Zj is fairly smooth, which helps with the 
analysis, yet nc is small for the relevant values of n. Now the details. 
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For each prime p, z < p < y let A,(s) = & ~ ‘1 clogp 11,‘2~E.logP+,II~EI~~~~~ and 
let ~s)=C,<~~) A,,(s). Note that for + log y+ E 6sdlog y-s, A(s) = 
8-l (rc(exp(s + t)) - rr(exp(s - is)) 1. The following lemma is an easy con- 
sequence of the theorem given by Prachar and cited above. 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) n(s)=Ofors~[tlogy-~&, logy+;&]. 
(ii) ~sC’e”<~(s)<(l+O(exp(-logb z))) s ‘&for + logy<s<+ 
log y + te and for log y - 4s 6 s 6 log y. 
(iii) A(s)<(l+O(exp(-logbz))) s-‘e” for 4 logy-+s<s<a logy 
and for log y Q s d log y + $E. 
(iv) I(s)=s--‘e”(l+O(exp(-logb z))), for + logy++~<s< 
log y-46. Let v(s) =se-‘A(s). Then v(s) is z 1 in the middle of [$ log y, 
log y], >i near the ends, and 0 outside [f log y - Jr, log y + $1. 
In this notation, the common probability density function for the Zi is 
and 
Q,[O, Ll = joL 4”‘)(s) ds, 
where (function)‘“’ denotes the n-fold self-convolution of (function). Thus, 
in view of (5.2) and (5.7), to get (5.3) we want to show that 
or something similar. 
For each n satisfying (l/n) log x E [$ log J’- +E, log v + 4.~1 there exists a 
unique G>O, r >O such that if 
f(s)=G- Is ‘e?(s) (5.8) 
thenf(s) is a probability density function with mean (l/n) log x.’ When we 
replace 4 with f like this, for any particular n, we say we have exponentially 
centered 4. Note that 
qb(“)(s) = (n(y) - n(z)) pn G”e” ~ r)sf(n)(~). 
’ Strictly speaking 4 log y and log y should be replaced here by log pz, log pv, where pz is 
the least prime greater than z and pv the largest one <J. 
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Since the expected value off’“‘(s) is log x, we are no longer looking at 
the extreme left tail of a distribution, as we were with d(‘)(s) for s d log x 
and for the important values of n. Thus forf’“’ it makes sense to apply the 
Berry-Esseen theorem and so forth. The reason for the “and so forth” is 
that the Berry-Esseen theorem, a very general result, holds for dis- 
tributions concentrated on the integers and thus cannot by itself tell us that 
f  W) is locally smooth. That it is, except perhaps on the very finest of scales, 
is ultimately a consequence of Lemma 5.1 and the results of the next sec- 
tion. 
6. A THEOREM ON CONVOLUTIONS 
THEOREM 6.1. There exists C > 0 such that iff (s) is a probability density 
function of the form f(s)=f(l/(b-a)) ~~~,~,(s)+$h(s) with a< b and 
h(s) > 0 also a probability density function, if n > 1, c < d, and j; f’“‘(s) 
ds = L, then for all c’, d’ such that c < c’ d d’ d d, 
Prooj This proceeds by a series of lemmas. For this section only, we 
discard the old notation and let p = j, q = :, and Z(s) = xc _ ,,z, ,,2, (s) = 
l( -$ < s 6 i), else 0. Also, .Y and y are arbitrary, and 7c = 3.14... is not a 
count of primes in this section. 
LEMMA 6.1. For x > 0, j.p Z’k’( t) dt 6 k- “* s’ epntZik dt. 
Proof: See [6, Theorem 21. 
COROLLARY (a). j.T Ick’(t) dt 6 (&/271x) e~““2’k. 
COROLLARY (b). For x > 4 and k > 4, 
i$ 1 2 Z’k’(~) d k”*x- ’ exp( - rc(x - 2)2/k). 
Proof: Let W(t)= (d2/dt2) Zc4)(t). Then 1 W(t)1 < 2, and W(t)=0 for 
It1 d2. Now IZ’k”‘(x)l = If”,“: W(x-t) Z’kp4)(t) dtl 62 jx”--.2 Zckp4)(t) dt< 
(k-4)1’2 71-l (-x-2)-’ exp(-n(x-2)*/(k-4)) by Corollary (a)<kl/*xP’ 
exp( - n(x - 2)2/k) by inspection. 1 
COROLLARY (c). j;;:,ogkj,,2+2 II(‘)“(t)\ dt < l/kfor k>4. 
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Proof: By Corollary (b) the left side of Corollary (c) is 
<P(2+(klogk)“‘) ’ /-L exp( -z(t-2)‘/li)df 
2+(klogk)‘Z 
exp( - ns”/k) ds < l/k. m 
LEMMA 6.2. For k > 4, Pk’“(x) = O(kp5:2) + O(k -=( 1 + x2/k) 
exp( --6x2/k)). The implicit constant is absolute. 
Proof: By the Fourier inversion theorem, 
I’kI”(X) = ; s,: s”((2/s) sin(s/2))k cos(sx) ds, 
since i(s) = (2/s) sin(s/2) and is symmetric about 0. We break this integral 
into two parts: A = @, B = SE. In part B, 
1((2/s) sin(s/2))“( d (2/~)~ and Icos(sx)l d 1, 
so 
s’((2/s) sin(s/2))k cos(sx) ds 
In part A, 
+ j;= .s’{((2/s)sin(~/2))~-e~~~“~~ 
=A,+A,+A,,say. 
Now A i can be calculated explicitly, and comes to (&(2,,&/24’)) 
exp( -6x2/k)( 1 - 6x2/k). This is clearly O(k p3’2( 1 + x2/k) exp( -6x2/k)). 
The (easy) proof that A, = O(k-5’2) is left to the reader. This leaves A,. 
Now 
(2/s) sin(s/2) = 1 --+ ;; &) + W), 
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-log{(2/~)sin(.r/2)}=&-&+~($4-&)2+O(P) 
=;+A+ O(P). 
Let C, be the implicit constant in the last “0.” For s2 d (2880 C,) -I, 
I {2/s) sin(.s/2)}k - exp( -ks2/24)1 = exp( -ks’/24){ 1 - exp(( -ks4/2880) + 
OW?)}. 
Let S= (2880 C1)1’2. Then a simple calculation shows that 
I f’ s2{((2/s) sin(s/2))k+exp(-ks2/24)} ds=O(kps’2). 
Thus in A, we can restrict attention to that part of the integral coming 
from 0 6 s d S. Within this interval, for s > 8(k-’ log k)‘12 we have 
exp( -ks*/24){ 1 - exp((ks4/2880) + O(ks6))} = O(e ks”24) = O(kp5”), 
and the integral of this from S to 27~ is likewise O(k -‘j2). 
On the other hand for s < 8(k -I log k)“’ we have expf -ks2/24) 
(1 - exp((ks4/2880) + O(ks6))f = O(ks4 exp( -ks*/24)). Thus 
s ’ I.r’(exp( - ks2/24) - ((2/s) sin(s/2))k)l ds n 
s2(ks4) exp( -ks2/24) ds + O(k- 512) 
ks6 exp( -ks2/24) ds) + O(kp5/“) 
= O(k p5’2). 1 
LEMMA 6.3. There exists C, >O such that if k > 4 and H(s) is a 
probability density function then 
I {Z’k’* H}‘(t)1 < C,k--‘. 
Proof: Let Z(x) = J-Y, H(t) dt. Then 
(Z’k’ * H)‘(t) = (Z’k”‘&‘)(t). 
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Since 0<#6 1, 
I(Zlk’* H)‘(t)/ <I- IZ’k”‘(t)l dt. 
~ ,;c 
By Corollary (c), 
s Ix lZck)“(t)l dt d l/k. 2 + (log k)‘/2 
By Lemma 4.2, 
(Pk”‘(t)l dt 
But f; (1 + x2/k) eC+” dx= O(k”‘), so j(Pk’* H)‘(t)1 = 0( l/k). 
By a simple change of variables, we get 
COROLLARY (d). rf a < b and g(s) = l/(b-a) xCUsh,(s), if k >4 and {f 
H(s) is a probability density function, then 
We now assume f = pg + qh, as in the statement of Theorem 6.1. 
Without loss of generality we assume n > 50. Also, we take c < d and let 
L = l:‘f’“‘(s) ds. 
Nowf’“‘(s) = C;t-!opkq”-k(;) gtk)* k’“P/“(s). We split this in two parts: 
k < n/10 and k > n/10. If k > n/10 then k > 4.’ We now claim that Ck s ni,o 
(;) pkq”- k = O(O.98)“. 
In the above sum the ratio of consecutive terms is greater than 2, so the 
sum is less than twice its last term, thence it is 
from Stirling’s formula. 
Now ff Ck > n,10 pkq” - kg(k’ * h’” -. k’ (s) ds = L + O(O.98)“. In the last sum, 
l(g (k) * /+n-k) ’ ) (s)] = 0( l/n(b - a)‘) by Corollary (d). Thus a weighted 
average of these, (d/ds) Ck,n,,O pkqnPk(;) g’k’* h’“Pk’(s), is also 
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0( l/n(b - a)‘). A function with a small derivative is roughly constant on a 
short interval, and making the requisite calculation, we conclude 
and so j:: f’“)(~) ds = The above +0(0.98)“, which simplifies to 
Theorem 6.1. 
A useful adjunct to the theorem is that the property claimed for f is 
inherited under convolution. More precisely, suppose j(s) and k(s) are 
probability density functions, and D, E > 0 arbitrary real numbers. For any 
c < d let 
L = L(c, d) = jd j(s) ds. 
< 
Suppose that for all c < c’ < d’ < d, 
d’j(~) ds-L(d-c’)/(d-c) <E+(d-c)(d’-c’)/D. 
Again for c < d let 
M = jd (j * k)(s) ds. 
S’ 
Then for all c d c’ < d’ d d, 
LEMMA 6.4. 1s:‘: (j*k)(s) ds-M(d’-c’)/(d-c)l d E+(d-c) 
(d - c’),‘D. 
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Fix c 6 c’ -C d’ 6 d. Then 
‘M=jd jm kb)j(s-y) dyds= jm k(y) L(c-y, d-y) dy. 
< -cc ~ ,m 
Let 
M’=jc; (j*k)(s) ds= jm k(y) L(c’-y, 8-y) dy, 
~ m 
and 
F= E+ (d- c)(d’ - c’)/D. 
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By assumption 
l~(c’-~, d’-y)-(d’-c’) L(c-y, ti- y),‘(d-c)/ <F. 
Thus there exists q4 lc+d < F such that 
M’= = 
i 
k(y)((d’-c’) L(c-y, d-),)/(A-c)) d-v+4 
- 7 
=(d’-c’) M/(d-c)+qi 1 
Remark. In application, j(s) will be of the form f’2n’, k(s) will be f(s), 
E= C(49/50)“, D = n(b-a)“/C, and (f * f)(~), not f(s), will satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. 
7. EXPONENTIAL CENTERING 
The notation is again that of Section 5. In particular E = JJ~ ’ I’*, v(s) is 
the approximation to x ciljd),Og )‘, ,og~,,,(s) defined in Section 5, v = log t/log y, 
and K > 8/( 1 - a). In this section we assume that t satisfies K log log t < 
log y < log314 t, unless otherwise specified. Thus as t + cc, E log t + 0. 
Let Y denote the interval [a log .v - t E, log v + is]. Then v(s) is zero out- 
side Y. 
For real r, let G, Z, J, and h be the functions of r and ~1 (and t, in the case 
of h), given by 
G(r)=j,s ‘e?(s) ds 
I(r) = j, e?(s) ds 
(7.1) 
J(r) = / se”v(s) ds 
JY 
h(r) = G(r) log t/Z(r). 
Let h - = inf, h(r), h + = supr h(r). Then 
h - = log t/( log p,, + a/2) = v + O(E), 
and 
h + = log t,‘(log p; - c/2) = 4r+ O(E). 
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Here as before p, and pY are the least and greatest primes respectively in 
(z, y]. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality GJ> I* for all r, so 
dh 
dr- 
- -(GJ- Z*) log t/I* < 0. (7.2) 
Thus h is one-to-one function of r, and in an abuse of notation we shall 
write r(h) to denote the inverse function of h(r). Thus 
r(h): (h--,h+)+(-co, co) (7.3) 
with lim, _ h- r(h)= +cr3, lim,,,+ r(h)= - ~13, and r(h) is decreasing and 
differentiable. For h - < h < h + let 
f,Js) = e”v(s)/sG(r). 
Thenf,(s) is a probability density function with mean h-l log t. Recall that 
d(s) = (n(y) - 4=))- ‘K ‘e”v(S). Since in general f, ers * fZers = e”(f, * f2) 
for J with compact support, we have for h ~ < n < h + that 
11 4’“‘(s) ds= (n(y) - n(z))-” 11 G”e(’ pr)sfln”)(.s) &, (7.4) 
where r=r(n) and G= G(r(n)). 
Now since h(r) is decreasing, G(r) is increasing, and the ranges overlap, 
there is a unique r = 8 such that G(0) = h(8). By its definition, Z(0) = log t. 
Let h(B) = h,. Let P(h) = h log G(r(h)) - h log h + h - r(h) log t. Then 
LEMMA 7.1. (i) dP/dh =log G(r(h))-log h, and P(h) is concaue in h. 
(ii) d*P/dh*= -h-‘(I +Z2r(h)/(GJ-Z2)j< -h-l. 
(iii) exp(P(h) - P(h,)) d (ho/h)h ehpho 
(iv) For Ih-h,l 2 u~‘~, P(h) 6 P(h,) - i u”‘, 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are routine. For (iii) we start with d2P/dh2< -l/h, 
note that P takes its maximum at h = h, and integrate twice. For (iv) we 
write h = h, + Ah. Then P(h, + Ah) - P(h,) = -(h,, + Ah) log( 1 + Ah/h,,) + 
Ah = -$(Ah)‘/hO + O((Ah)3/hi), for Ah = o(u). If lAh[ = IJ~‘~ then (Ah)‘/h, > 
4~“’ so -f(Ah)*/hO < -$I’/*. The difference between $.I’/~ and $I’~’ exceeds 
O((Ah)3/hi) for large u. The concavity of P now gives (iv) in general. 
Let 0 be the unique positive solution of J’,‘$G ,0gy eA ds = log t. 
Remark. If v(s) were exactly xc(L,41 ,0gJ, ,0g-V,, we should have 8= 8. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Uniformly in y, 2 log log t < log y d log”,’ t as t -+ a, 8= 
(u/log t) (log u + log log u + (log log u/log I!) + O(log log v/log u)2). 
Proof: Follows that of (3.1) in [7] with no significant change. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let E = exp(( -log z)“). Then for y sufficientl-v large, 
I(&E)<logt<Z(g+E), and&E<0<8+E. 
Proof. {k?~ ,ogy e” ds = log t. But 
r(g- E) =/‘=” e(BpE)s ds( 1 + O(E)) + O(E exp(r log y + 4.v log y)), 
('/4)'%Y 
where here r = 8- E. In latter “0” term, w log y = o( 1) so this term is 
O(E exp(r log y)). Since E = O(E/u) the first error term dominates and we 
have 
Now (1 + O(E)) log t( 1 -E log y/4) <log t. The proof that Z(g+ E) > 
log t is similar. It follows at once that 8 E [B-E, 8+ E]. 
Since the estimate in Lemma 7.2 of B has an error term larger than E, 0 
may be replaced by 8 in that estimate. Now let fi,, = j$4 l0gp s ~ legs ds. 
LEMMA 7.4. h, = &( 1 + O(E log y)). 
Proof: From Lemma 7.3, 
Ih,--&l@e(exp(Blog y)+jlogY 3-I je’“(l+O(E))-eBJl ds 
(l/4) log Y 
4eexp(8logy)+O E~‘og~r 
( (1/4)log.v 
sp’e’“ds) 
+ 0 
( 
j’“” 
(1/4)lwv 
s-‘egS le’-)S- 11 ds) 
=.sexp(8log y)+O(E&)+O(Elogy&,) 
= O(E log yz;;;). i 
LEMMA 7.5. & = u( 1 + (l/log u) + O(log-3” u)). 
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Proof: Again this follows [7]. We have & = li(e*‘“g-“) - li(eB’“gy’4) and 
in view of Lemma 7.2 we get the stronger estimate 
1 
h,=v l+-- ( 10g10gv+0 I ’ log v log2 ( )j logz 
exactly as in [7, (3.3)]. 
COROLLARY. For h E [h, - 2~~‘~, h, + 211~~~1, 
+ O(log-3’2 u) . 
Proof Ih,-&l=O(Eh, log y)=O(E log t), =O(ol~g-~‘~v), and 
(h - hOI = O(u314). Both are O(o log-“* u). 
We now make several claims. In case the proof closely follows [7], we 
refer the reader to the right place there. 
For i@<r<$B, (GJ-12)/Z2~log-2v. (7.5) 
Proof: First we show that GJ- I2 is increasing in r. Let K = dJ/dr = sy 
r2ersv(s) ds. Then 
GK-ZJ=ly i, (SF’ s;-s2) er’s1+S2)~(~,) V(Q) ds, ds2. 
On the change of variables 
S) = s* - s1 
S4=S2+S,, 
the inner integral with respect to s3 is clearly positive for all s4 in the 
interval 2Y. Now let B and T denote $ log y and log y, respectively. Then 
v(s) 3 4 on CB, Tl, 
so 
The inner intergral can be evaluated explicitly. Writing z for (2T - s4)/s4 
the double integral then simplifies to 
s 2T s,e?log((l +z)/(l -z))-2~) ds4. BCT 
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For O<I< 1, log((1 +z)/(l -z))-2:>2?/3. Thus 
this last on the substitution So = 2T-s, = zs4. For r> l/log J this last 
integral is 9 r m4 log -’ ye2r’ogJ. Since l/log y d +@, we have uniformly for 
40 6 r d $9 that 
On the other hand 
Thus for $0 d r d $0, 8% 8, and 9 log ~2 z log u so 
(GJ- 12)/12$r 2 log-” @4og-’ 21. 1 
For 
4e-cr<G& 1 dhjdr 1% log t log 2 P. (7.6) 
(Immediate from (7.5) and (7.2). ) 
There exists C3 > 1 such that for t sufficiently large, for 
K > 8/( 1 - a), K log log t < log y < log4;’ t and h such that 
fB<r(h)<$tl, (7.7) 
Idr/dhl < C3 log’ v/log t. 
Proof: This is just the reciprocal of (7.6), but with much of the implicit 
meaning and hypotheses spelled out, for once. 
Let D=2C,u ‘I4 log’ v/log t. Then 
Ir(h)--01 60 for h E [h - 20 3’4, h, + 20~‘~]. (7.8) 
Proof. For h=h,, r(h)=O. For hE[h,-2u314, h,+2u3’4], $e<r<i& 
or equivalently, h(3B) < h, - 2u314 and h(48) > h, + 2u3j4. This last is because 
h(g) - h(i@ = ~~@‘* ( - dh/dr) dr $ lg 38’2 (log t/log2 u) dr from (7.6), and this 
in turn is $u/log u from Lemma 7.2. Since u314 = o(u/log u), for h E 
[A,,--~u~‘~, /I~+ 2~~‘~], $I< r(h) < $8 as claimed. Thus for these h, from 
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(7.7) Idrldhl 6 C3 log* v/log I, and integrating gives [r(h) - (31 < ~u~‘~C, 
log2 u/log t = D. 
Let a(h) = log t/h, or if we speak of LY as a function of Y, c( = log t/h(r). 
Let 0 = a(r, y) > 0 satisfy 
a 2 =&jy (s-a)* s-‘e’%(s) ds 
and let 
1 
P=,(y) I y Is-al 
3 sp’ersv(s) ds. 
Then there exists C, > 0 such that for t sufficiently large and 
8-DdrdO+D, 
C, log y/log v > a > log y/C, log v and pa-~3 < C,. (7.9) 
Proof .For lr-8l<D, 
V 
r=- logv+log logu+ 
log t i 
log log v 
T+o(e)2), 
from Lemma 7.2 and the fact that D is less than the error term here. Now 
dG/dr=Z(r), and for [r-81 <D, I(r)<Jy e(B+D)“~(~) ds<e*“‘“gJI(O)< 
2 log t. Thus G(r) >, G(B) - 20 log t for Ir - 81 d D. Since G(6) = h(8) < 2v 
and since D log t = o(v), G(r) < 3v for jr - 01 <D. Now 
1 
a2(r) = - 
J G(r) ) 
s I (s - a)’ e’%(s) ds 
1 
a- s 
log j 
3u 1 
a-‘(.s-a)2exp((B-D)s)$ds 
1 logy 
a- i 7av z 
(s - a)* ess ds. 
For h E [h, - 2u314, ho + 2v3j4], a = log t/h = log y( 1 - l/log v + 
O(log - 3/2 v)) from the corollary to Lemma (7.5). Thus log y - a$ 
log y/log u and au z log t. 
In view of this and Lemma (7.2), which as we have seen holds also with 
B in place of B, we have 
a2$(Pe/log t) jr”‘-” t2 dt. 
641’22’1-5 
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Now cd = log v + log log I: + 0( 1 ), so 
This proves half of (7.9) for [r. In the other direction, 
1 
aLGG(r) )’ -j (log?,+fe-s)‘s~‘e’“v(s)ds 
1 
I 
log I 
<<- 
0 log y X 
(log .V -s)’ e” ds 
and for h E [h,- 20 3’4 , h, + 2u3’4], r = (log u + log log v + O( 1 ))/log J’ so 
this last estimate of cr2 is @log2 y/log’ u. 
The proof that pap3 = 0( 1) now reduces to showing that p = O(log y/ 
log u)~. With our estimates of CC, G(r), and 0, this goes just like the 
estimation of B in [7]. One simply splits the integral for fi at tl and 
estimates j;1,4)logF - ,1,2)1: and SC i”g~+“‘l)L as in the estimation of I2 and I, of 
[7]. There is no term analogous to I,. 
We are now in a position to apply the Berry-Esseen theorem, exponen- 
tial centering and Theorem 6.1 to estimate the conditional probability 
Q,,[O, log t - R]/Q,[O, log t] from Section 5. 
8. H,(t, .v) Is NEARLY LINEAR IN t FOR MAJOR n 
Among the values of n leading to non-zero values for H,(t, JJ). those 
satisfying h, - 2v314 < n < h, + 203j4 we call major n. The others we call 
minor. And whether or not h, /zO - 2v3j4 < h < h, + 2~~~~ is an integer, it will 
be called major. Unless otherwise specified the assumption in this section is 
that h is major. Also, the assumptions of Section 7 are still in force. 
Let g,(s)= Ww Y- z))-~’ xczl- log.,..log.,.l(s)~ and g2(s) = U(s)- 
ig,(s)), wheref(s)=f,(s)=(G(r))-’ sP’er”v(s) and r=r(h). 
THEOREM 8.1. For t sufficiently large, n major and i d C < 1, H,( Ct, y)/ 
H,(t,y)=C’~e(l+O(o+‘6)). 
Proof: We begin with a lemma 
LEMMA 8.1. g?(s) is a prohabilit-v density function, ,for major h. 
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Proof. Since f,Js) and gr(s) are, we need only prove g,(s)>O, i.e., 
5fh(s) > (2(log y - a)))’ for 2cr - log y 6 s 6 log y. For major h, we had 
( 
1 
cr=logy l-- 
log v 
+ O(logg3’2 u) 
1 
from Section 7. Thus log y-a = (log y/log v) (1 + O(log -‘I2 v)), and it will 
suffke to show that whatever the implicit constant in this “0” may be, 
10 f(s) > (log v/log y) (1 + @log- “‘o)) for t sufficiently large, whenever 
g,(s) ’ 0. 
Now for log y - $E < s < log y, we have v(s) 2 i by Lemma 5.1 (ii). For 
major h, G(r) = h, + 0( u3j4 log’ v) from the proof of (7.9), and 
=u(l +(l/log2~)+O(log~3’~ u)) from the corollary to Lemma 7.5. Now 
e r logy > u log u from Lemma 7.2 and from (7.8). Also e” log V z 1. Now 
IOf = lO(G(r))-’ s ~‘e’“v(s)>,(5logu/logy)(1+0(1)) for log y-+E< 
s < log I’, 3 (log u/log y)( 1 + O(logP”’ v)). 
For 2cc-logyds,<log y-is, v(s)%1 and s~‘zl/logy. Now e’“3 
e rlog~-2r(log.v--1) and since r z log v/log y and log y - CI z log y/log o, 
e -Zr(log.L-x) ze ” > i. Since 10 > 8, this proves Lemma 8.1. 
Thus f(s) = + g,(s) + $ gz(s) and Theorem 6.1 applies. But first we shall 
have to decide on C, t’, d’, and n’, and estimate L. 
Let W= 2(log y - x). This is the width of the interval on which g, is sup- 
ported. Let c = log t - an’13, d= 1 + log t. Note that Wz 2 log y/log t. By 
the Berry-Esseen theorem [S], 
This simplifies to n .- li”;,lr;r + O(n I;*). Th us with L = ff f,(“)(s) ds, L= 
n-“6/fi+O(n-‘:2). F or any (&,d’)~[logt-r~“~a, log t+ l] by 
Theorem 6.1 we have for major n that 
s 
<~fl”i(l)d.~=-+{~}+O(O.98)“+O((d.-c’)n”’n/nW’), 
and from Section 7 this second “0” term is O((d’ -c’) log v/u~‘~ log y). 
Let 6 = u-‘/‘. For any choice of c’, let d’ = c’ + 6. Then (0.98)” O&/C? < 6 
and (log v) a&/v 2’3 log y d 6. Thus for any interval P’G [log t - ~“~0, 
log t + l] with length between 6 and 26, 
.i 
/,‘“‘(s) ds= ‘2:;) j,. 1 ds. 
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Since e” ‘I’ is constant to within a factor of 1 + 0( 11 ’ ‘) on such an 
interval, 
This gives 
LEMMA 8.2. Suppose a E [log t - r~“~a, log t + 1 ] is the union of inter- 
vals each of length >6. Then 
s 
J;“)(s) e(l-rls &= 1 + o(0-“6) j” a oJ;; (I e” mr’s ds. 
Proof. & is the disjoint union of intervals with length between 6 
and 26. 
Now for major h, rz iog z/log y < l/k < l/4. 
LEMMA 8.3. For major n, 
(i) j log I I logr~n~~30fn("'(~) e ‘l pr’s ds>> (log u/G log y) e” ---rt’og’. 
(ii) J$gtpH"'Ufn(nl(s) e ( ’ ~ “> ds G exp( - v’,” log JJ + ( I - r) log t). 
(iii) [Left side of (ii)]/[lefl side of (i)]+exp( -t,li4 log y). 
Proof. For (i) use (7.9) and Lemma 8.2. For (ii), fjn)(s) is a probability 
density function so the left side of (ii) is <e’l pr”‘og r~n”3u’. Since n > u and 
a$log y/log II, (ii) follows and then (iii) is immediate. 
Consider now C, i< C d 1. From (5.2) 
*At, .v) =A (4.Y- 7c(,-))” P,[O, log t], 
and 
H,(Ct, y)=-&(y)-n(z))” P,[O,log t+logC]. 
Thus H,(Ct, y)/H,(t, y) = P,(O, log t + log C]/P,[O, log t]. Also, 
Q,[O, log t + log C-t +x] ~ P,[O, log t + log C] 
Q,[O, log t - &I pm 1% fl 
~ Qn[O, log t + log C - $nE] 
Q,[O, log t + $51 ’ 
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Now~n~~uexp(-~(l-a)logy),logy~(8loglogt)/(l-a),andn~= 
O(V’/~). Thus from Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3, 
Q,[O, log t - $zE]/Q~[O, log t + 1 nr] = 1 + O(O~“~). 
For general c, d, c’, d’, 
Q,[c’, d’]/Q,[c, d] = i” f:“‘(s) e”-rls ds//c”f,Jn)(.s) e” pr)s ds. 
(.’ 
From Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 again, and the above, 
Q,[O, log t + log c+ ~nns]/Q,[O, log t k $‘ZE] = C’-r(l + O(u-“6)). 
For major n, Y = 8+ O(U~/~ log’ v/log t) and u3’4 log’ u/log t A o(c’/~) so 
this proves Theorem 8.1. 
9. !P’(t, y, z) Is APPROXIMATELY LINEAR IN t 
We now consider the minor n. Again from (5.2) H,(t, y) = ((n(y) - 
n(z))“)/n! P,[O, log t] and since $E < UE = o( 1) this is < ((z(y) - rr(z))“/n! > 
Q,(O, 1 flog t], and 
Q,,[O, 1 + log t] = j’ +I”’ d’“‘(s) ds 
G” 
s 
1+ log, 
= (4.v) - dz)r 
e(’ -r’Sf,(“)(~) ds. 
0 
(9.1) 
Thus H,,( t, y) 6 (GM/n! ) e (’ r”og r. By Stirling’s formula, 
H,(t, y)@(G/r~)~ e”+“~mr)‘ogr. (9.2) 
For minor n, h- <n<h+, we compare this to one of a pair of terms 
corresponding to major values of n. Let n, <ho <n, be the two integers 
nearest ho but not equal to ho. By Lemma 8.2, 
s 
log I
f,(“)(s) e(’ ~ ‘Is ds $ (log v/v”* log y) eC1 ~ r”“g ’ (9.3) o 
for n=n, or n’, and so for either value of n, 
H,(t, y) $ (log u/u’/* log y)(G”/n!) et1 -r”ogr 
9 (log v/c log y)( G”n - “e(’ - r”og ‘), 
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where as usual r = r(n) and G = G(r(n)). Let 
2(h)= (G(r(h))h ehmmr(h”og’ for h <h<h’ 
(f(h) = exp(P(h))). Then (d/dh) log 2(h) = log G(r(h)) - log h. Since G is 
decreasing as a function of h, so is log 2. Thus 9 itself is log-concave. 
Now 
for all h, so for h <no, 
1 (n-h,)’ 
h+VWogbh)-2 22, , 
and for h>n,, (9.4) 
log#(h)<log$+q)-:(n-h1)2 \ 
2 2v . 
But for minor n, n,- n or n-n, (as appropriate) gu3j4. Thus 
and similarly CA- <n <n,,n minor #P(n) = O(ed’4) G(Q). Thus 
c 
n minor 
h-<n<h+ 
Now for n< h-, H,(t, y)= (n(y)-rc(z))“/n!, since the probability term 
in H, is 1. For n <h- the ratio of consecutive terms is large (certainly >2), 
SO CnQh- HA6 .Y)<H,h-,k Yi 
We compare H,,-,(t, Y) to H, + [h-, (t, y ), a term which is counted in 
(9.5). We have 
H r + rh-,(t, Y)/HChm,(f, y) = ;‘: Fht(;) Prob ’ +f:“’ 
1 
Now this probability is 3 Prob (each of the first four Y, is < ilog t). But 
that is 
( 
7T( y3’4) - n( yl’4) 
> 
4 
X(Y) - dY”4) 
’ 2/Y. 
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Thus 
(H ~+~h-,lf+,Nt, Y’+&=&. 
Remark. (I think actually HI+Ch-, > HCh-, but that was not easy to 
prove and was not needed.) 
Now HI + [w I is one term out of a total which from (9.5) was 
@ev( - Jr;P)(u 1% Y/l% 0) Cn major H,( t, y). Now u log y = log t. Thus 
Enminor H,(t, y)Gexp(-&)(log2 t) C,major H,(t, Y), and in view of the 
standing assumption log u 2 K log log t, this gives 
LEMMA 9.1. Enminor H,St, .v)<exp(-,/;/5) Y’(t, y, J) as t--t ,w, 
K log log t < log y 6 log4’5 t. 
Now H,(Ct, y) = C’ - ‘H,,(t, y)( 1 + O(V-“~)) for major n, and these 
comprise ali but a fraction <exp( -A/S) of the whole of !P’(t, y, A). 
This gives 
THEOREM 9.1. For 8 log log t/( 1 - a) 6 log y < log4j5 t and t < C < 1, 
Y(Ct, y, z)/Y(t, y, z)==c1-“+o(u-“6). 
If we apply this to !P’($ Ct,...)/!P’(Ct,...) this time 8 is smaller. Originally 
we had 8zlog v/log y < log log t/log y < (1 - a)/4 d &. This gives the 
COROLLARY. G further, d satisfies log y < log4j5 (t/d) then Y’( t/d, y, z)/ 
Y”(t, y, z) < d-‘O’“. 
10. !P(t, y, z)z Y(t, y, z) 
We keep to the assumptions t + co, K log log t d log y, but now require 
log y < log7’9 t. Under these assumptions we have 
THEOREM 10.1. !P’(t, y, z)= Y(t, y, z)(l + O(y-“‘)). 
Remark, !P’ and Y count square-free integers with the same weight, 
and when only primes larger than z are involved, square divisors are 
scarce. 
For the proof, let NiV = NN(z) = {d: 1 d d and p2 I d, p > z for p I d}. Then 
1 E NN but all other elements are greater than y’j2. Let S(t) = {n: 1 d n < t 
and z<p<y for pin}. For nES(t) write n=dk, PENN, kES(t/d), k 
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square-free, (d, k ) = 1. Then H‘~ = 1 and H’<, = II’,,. This representation of II is 
unique. Thus 
< 1 w,Y’(t/d, y, z)< 1 Y’(t/d, y, z) 
dt NN de ,VY 
= F’(t, ,‘, 2) + 1 Y’(t/d, .I’. L). 
dt NN 
d> I 
We claim that this last sum is 00 1,‘5Y(t, y, z)). The analysis falls into 
two cases: 
Case I. log I’ d (log (t/d))“” 
Case II. log y > (log (t/d))4’5. 
In case I, by the corollary to Theorem 9.1, 
‘P’(t/d, y, 2) <d-‘““‘Y’(t, y, 2). 
Thus 
To bound the last sum, we invoke a lemma. 
LEMMA 10.1. Uniform1.v in t, 0 < 5 < a and in R 3 1, 
c d’-‘=O(R”-1,‘). 
dt NN 
d2R 
COROLLARY. 
ProoJ For de NN write d = a’@ with a, /J 3 1 and h square-free, uni- 
quely. Then 
Both pieces are O( R’- 1’2) by the integral comparison test. 
In Case II, we have 
exp( -log 35’36 t). Thus 
c 
PENN 
de Case II
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at any rate !P’( t/d, y, z) < t/d. Also in this case d > t 
again by Lemma 10.1, 
t/d= O(t”* exp(+ log35’36 t)) = O(P3). 
To compare this to !P’(t, y, J) we only need a crude lower bound for 
!F(t, y, z): 
F(t, y, z) 2 (n(y) -7c(Z))[“‘/[U]! 3 flog-” t. 
This is 9 tyiio since K> 12, so 
,,c,, !P’(t/d, y, z) = O(t”3-9”0) Y’( t, y, 2) 
Case II 
=O(tr”5) ~(t,y,z)=O(y-l’s) Y/‘(t,y,z). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.1. 
11. FINALE 
We are (linaliy!) in a position to prove the main theorem. Let 4 6 Cd 1, 
K log log x 6 log L’ d log3’4 X, with K 3 8/( 1 -a) and x sufficiently large. 
Let A4 (from Sect. 4) = 4x exp( -log27i2s x). As in Section 4, 
Y(Cx, y)= c !P(Cx/d, y, z)= C + C 
ds D(z) dt DITI ds D(z) 
rlc .kyM d> r/M 
For d < x/M, Theorem 10.1 applies and the first sum is 
(11.1) 
(1 + O(JJ-‘:~)) 1 Y’(Cx/d, y, z). 
de D(Z) 
d<xJM 
Now Theorem 9.1 also applies and this is thus 
(1 + O(y-I”)) 1 C-%P’(x/d, y, z)(l + 0( Vd))“6) (11.2) 
de D(z) 
d< rfA4 
where from Section 9 each 8,~ l/K, and each V3 u6”. Thus (11.2) is 
C(1 +O(y-“5)+O(~P”7)) 1 C-W’(x/d, y, z). 
dS D(Z) 
d < x/M 
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Now 8, is the 0 of Section 7 with t =x/d. By Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, 
- (log vd + log log vd + 
log log Ud 
log Vd 
where v,! = u - log d/log y. Since log d,< log27’2x x, this gives, with a little 
calculation, 
dd = 8 + o(bg ~ “28 x/log y) for d< x/M. (11.3) 
Thus since log-“28 x/log y < l/log y, 
(11.2)=~‘-e(1+~(u-1’7)+o(l/logy)) c Y(x/d,y, z). 
But 
1 Y(x/d, y, z)=(1+o(y-l’5)) c Y(t, y, z) (11.4) 
de D(z) dt D(z) 
d<xlM d<xlM 
by Theorem 10.1. By Lemma 4.2, though, the right side of (11.4) is Y(x, y) 
(1 + O(exp( - $U log u)). 
The other term outstanding is 
1 WC-+, Y, z). 
de D(z) 
d>x/M 
And it is also O(exp( - @ log u) Y(x, y), again by Lemma 4.2, since 
Y( Cx/d, y, z) < !P(x/d, y, z). Now u - “’ > l/log y, so 
Y(Cx, y)=FO(l +0(2.-q) Y(x, y) (11.5) 
for x + co, uniformly in j Q Cd 1 and (8/( 1 - a)) log log x < log y d 
log3’4 x. 
Since Bxlog u/log y from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, and since log u < 
log log x, 
under the same hypotheses. This is the theorem claimed at the end of Sec- 
tion 3. 
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From (11.5) withlogy=Kloglogx,K>&/(l-a) we haveloguzlog 
log x and so 
q c-x, y ) z c’ - l’KY(x, y) 
as claimed in the abstract. 
(11.7) 
Finally for fixed A, 0 < A < 1 and log y/log log x + co, if A G Cd 1 we 
can write C as (C’)“, where N is bounded above as a function of A, and 
4~ c’< 1. On each of N applications of (11.6) to Y(C’*x, y)/Y(C”l-‘x, y), 
the new “log log x/log y” is smaller than its original value, and U-*” is 
only insignificantly larger. Therefore uniformly in A ,< Cd 1, for log y/ 
loglogx-+co, 
Y(Cx, y)z CY(x, y). (11.8) 
This proves the first claim of the abstract. 
For C= i, (11.8) reads y/(x/2, y)z$Y(x, y). Now Y(x/2, y) = Y(x, y) - 
Y(x, y, 2). Thus under the hypotheses of the main theorem, approximately 
half the integers in S(x, y) are even. Pursuing this gives that under the 
same hypotheses, for fixed P> 1, 
Y(x, y, P)= fl (1 - l/P) wx, Y). 
PSP 
(11.9) 
12. EXTENDING TO logy34 log log x. AN OUTLINE 
Convolve two probability density functionsf, and f2, both at least 1 -h 
on [0, 1] except for a set of measure less than h. You will get 
approximately x c0,l, * xcO,,,(x)= 1 -Ix- 11 on [0,2], else 0. Moreover, on 
ct, 21, 
fl * fi(x) 2 $ (12.1) 
without exception, provided h is small. So f, * f2 will satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 6.1. 
Selberg has a result [9] to the effect that even if u is too small for us to 
conclude that 
n(u+u)-7c(U)~u/logu (12.2) 
as in Prachar [S], (12.2) holds most of the time, provided roughly that 
log u/log U > +$. 
If we were to go back and let E = yp3j4 instead of y’“- 1)‘2, and to use 
Selberg’s result in place of [8] in Section 5 and thereafter, we should learn 
that in place of v(s) we get a new function v*(s), say, that is in some sense 
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near 1 most of the time. The resulting analog of J,(S) would be close to 
G--‘s~‘e’” except on a set of small measure. Then (fn * fn)(.s) would fit the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.1, for the same sort of reason as in ( 12.1). 
By writingf,‘“‘(s) as (f, * fn)cn!z’ or for odd n as (J, * ,{;,I’“- ‘I,’ * ,f,, and 
in the second case using Lemma 6.4, we could push through an argument 
like that in Section 8. The payoff from not smearing the original point 
masses at log p, J-C p < J’ as much with our new, smaller E should be 
that for fixed h > 0 the results of Section 10 and 11 hold under the weaker 
hypotheses log y > (2 + h) log log x, x + m. For simplicity, we just require 
log y 3 4 log log X. 
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